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Letter from the Chair 
 

Greetings, Friends of the Near Surface! 
 
It’s been a busy quarter at the SEG since publication of the last 
newsletter.  The COVID-19 pandemic has left no one untouched and the 
consequences, both personal and professional, are profound.  Among the 
SEG and NSTS leadership, planning for the annual meeting progressed on 
schedule, but with the added effort of determining how best to serve the 
needs of our community under an uncertain landscape of logistical 
constraints around travel and social distancing, as well as rapidly evolving 
pressures on the global oil and gas industry.   It is indeed a turbulent time 
in which we find ourselves!   
 
And as such, the importance NSTS to the overall health and of the SEG and 
the broader geoscience community couldn’t be more apparent.    Near surface geophysics is grounded at a 
powerful intersection of interdisciplinary sciences and engineering which brings and drives innovation from 
sensor design, field campaign design, signal processing and fundamental physics/chemistry to an incredibly 
broad set of societally relevant problems. As a cornerstone technology for the natural resources industries, 
groundwater studies, urban geophysics, national security applications and others, near surface geophysics is an 
inescapable element of any future-looking plan for a sustainable symbiosis between humankind and the natural 
environment. We, the members NSTS, are at the center of that future and our collective commitment to 
technical excellence and leadership is what gives our community its strength. In short, we are where it’s at! 
 
The upcoming Annual Meeting reflects that breadth of impact and demonstration of excellence.  We are 
delighted to have two oral sessions — one on Surface Wave Analysis, the other on Advances in Inversion — in 
addition to five poster sessions whose scheduling spans the duration of the meeting.  Topics for the poster 
sessions include: Seismic Data Analysis, Peering into the Void - a session on void detection, Statics, Electrical and 
Electromagnetic Methods, and Seismic Inversion and Analysis.  To complement these regular sessions there are 
also special sessions on Machine Learning in the Near Surface, Urban Geophysics, a joint SEG/AGU session on 
Hydrogeophysics, and Geoscientists without Borders.   And if this wasn’t enough, we are also hosting a Business 
of Applied Geophysics session where leaders in academe, industry and the United States National Laboratories 
will be sharing their perspectives on now near-surface makes a difference.  Rounding out the NSTS experience is 
the Tuesday night reception and multiple, exciting student activities such as a photo contest, scavenger hunt an 
Application Exchange for one-on-one discussions with experts in focused technology areas. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.seg.org/ns


 
 

That’s all for now.  Have a safe and productive Q3 as we hopefully see a diminishing threat from the global 
pandemic.  
 
 

 
Chester J Weiss 
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SEG, other 
geoscience 

publishers join GSW 
in open-access 

journal 
Lithosphere, a valued and 
established open-access journal 
originally published by the 
Geological Society of America, 
will be published by 
GeoScienceWorld (GSW) in 
alliance with a number of 
prestigious nonprofit societies. 
The open-access journal will 
have an expanded scope 
covering research in all areas of 
earth, planetary, and 
environmental sciences 
providing a unique publishing 
choice for authors in the 
geoscience community. To 
learn more about the exciting 
changes to Lithosphere and how 
to submit your research, visit 
the website. 

 
 

Register for the 
SEG 2020 Annual 

Meeting! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Have exciting news about 
yourself, a student, or 

colleague?  Email us to have it 
featured here! 

 

Member News 

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fr.smartbrief.com%2Fresp%2FmjncCyoCpgDjAOzvCieizxCicNHGyc&data=02%7C01%7Cburkekm%40ku.edu%7C92babde40b074fc7d0be08d7b708b501%7C3c176536afe643f5b96636feabbe3c1a%7C0%7C0%7C637179120348011125&sdata=AvhtkBj8rBz%2BePHD5GUT0AfrK%2FFIFo4Cq3cN5tIp4dQ%3D&reserved=0
https://seg.org/AM/2020/
https://seg.org/AM/2020/
https://seg.org/AM/2020/
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SEG 2020 Annual Meeting 

 
 

The 2020 SEG Annual Meeting will mark the 90th meeting conducted by the 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists, and it will mark an increased breadth of 

the technical sessions put forward by the SEG Near-Surface Geophysics 
Technical Section (NSTS). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Near-Surface 2020 SEG Schedule: 
 

Room 
Monday PM - 

Oct 12 

Tuesday 
AM - 

Oct 13 
Tuesday PM 

- Oct 13 
Wednesday AM - 

Oct 14 
Wednesday 
PM - Oct 14 

360CF 

SS 1: 
Geoscientists 

Without Borders 
and Humanitarian 

Geophysics 

    

361AD     SS 7: SEG/AGU 
Geophysics 

370CF   
SS 8: Machine 
Learning in the 
Near Surface 

NS 1: Surface Wave 
Analysis 

NS 2: Advances 
in Inversion 

371AD SS 4: Urban 
Geophysics 

    

      
      

Poster Hall Monday PM 
Tuesday 

AM Tuesday PM Wednesday AM 
Wednesday 

PM 

 

NS P1: Seismic 
Data Analysis 

NS P2: 
Peering 
into the 

Void 

NS P5: Statics 
NS P3: 

Electrical/Electromagne
tic Methods 

NS P4: Seismic 
Inversion and 

Analysis 
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SEG 2020 Annual Meeting 
 
Near Surface Reception: 
 
The annual NSTS Tuesday evening reception will occur this year on Tuesday 13 October 2020 from 7-10 PM. The 
evening reception will be at Hearsay on the Green, 1515 Dallas ST, Houston, TX 77010 on Tuesday night from 7-10 
PM. Tickets are required. The NSTS will present the Harold Mooney and Frank Frischknecht awards, and introduce 
our new leadership. We will have some hors d’oeuvres and drinks. Only those with tickets will get in, and space is 
limited to 125. 
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SEG 2020 BAG Session 
 
 
 
 

Business of Applied Geophysics Plenary Session: 
 
 

The Value of Near Surface 
Tuesday, October 13, 2020 - 1:50 PM 

Convention Center: Room 340A 
https://seg.org/AM/2020/event/detail/bag-sessions 

 
 

Panelists: 
    Chester Weiss, Ph.D., Sandia National Laboratories 

    Whitney Trainor-Guitton, Ph.D., SeaOwl Energy Services contracted to TOTAL 
    Kyle Jones, Ph.D., Sandia National Laboratories 

    Esther Babcock, Ph.D., Logic Geophysics & Analytics LLC 
    Jeffrey Fitzgerald, Ph.D., Bryant Consultants, Inc. 

 
 
 

Description: The near-surface environment hosts an array of challenging problems that regularly affect the 
quality of our daily lives on this planet. Whether these problems are geologic or anthropogenic in nature, near-

surface geophysicists are tasked with developing technologies that can examine and resolve such issues for 
applications related to infrastructure, environmental, archeological, and various other industries. This session will 
present the current state of the near-surface geophysics discipline with discussions on the growing connections 

between near-surface geophysics and the rest of the applied-geophysics community. With the increasing 
demand for smart city designs and sustainability, the value of near-surface information is now greater than ever. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fseg.org%2FAM%2F2020%2Fevent%2Fdetail%2Fbag-sessions&data=02%7C01%7Cburkekm%40ku.edu%7C502352af38d94cb1ef8a08d8063e5f3c%7C3c176536afe643f5b96636feabbe3c1a%7C0%7C0%7C637266212266267669&sdata=d2VQM%2BFHjirKXdhbZPRPdZ4L9tUOyiAqYdWMeTdhHa0%3D&reserved=0
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SEG20 – Summit on Drone Geophysics
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NSTS Student Program: Scholarship Deadlines 
 

 
SEG Student Scholarships: 
 

Award: Award Amount Deadline to Apply 

Near Surface Student Article 
Prize 

$250 Closed for 2020 

SEG Field Camp Award $1,000-20,000 Closed for 2020 

SEG Student Scholarships $500-10,000 per year Closed for 2020 

Near Surface Research Award $1,000 Closed for 2020 

SEG Student Education Program 
(SEP) 

Program Acceptance, Possible 
Travel Grant to SEG 2019 

Closed for 2020 

SEG Student Leadership 
Symposium (SLS) 

Program Acceptance and Travel 
Grant to SEG 2019 

Closed for 2020 

 
 
 
Advice articles for Students: 
 
Ten Simple Rules for Better Figures 
Planning and Conducting Field Campaigns Abroad  
Developing Literacy Skills 
 
 
   

Seismic Soundoff Episodes to Listen to: 
The present and future of seismic interpretation 
The Business and technical value of borehole geophysics 
 
Interested in publishing your Thesis/Dissertation? Submit HERE! 
 

https://seg.org/News-Resources/Near-Surface/Honors-and-Awards/Near-Surface-Views-Student-Article-Prize
https://seg.org/News-Resources/Near-Surface/Honors-and-Awards/Near-Surface-Views-Student-Article-Prize
https://seg.org/fieldcamps
https://seg.org/Scholarships
https://seg.org/News-Resources/Near-Surface/Honors-and-Awards/Near-Surface-Research-Award
https://seg.org/Education/Student-Early-Career/Student-Programs/Student-Education-Program
https://seg.org/Education/Student-Early-Career/Student-Programs/Student-Leadership-Symposium
https://seg.org/Education/Student-Early-Career/Student-Programs/Student-Leadership-Symposium
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003833
https://blogs.agu.org/onthejob/2020/01/21/planning-and-conducting-field-campaigns-abroad-tips-and-tricks/
https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2020/02/20/scientists-should-use-new-pedagogical-techniques-help-phd-student-learn-how-write
https://seg.org/podcast/Post/8847/Episode-72-The-present-and-future-of-seismic-interpretation
https://seg.org/podcast/Post/7657/Episode-67-The-business-and-technical-value-of-borehole-geophysics
https://seg.org/dissertationabstracts
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2020 SEG Workshop  
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NSTS Student Program: Highlighted Articles 
 

 
Skill-building and Career Advice: 

• 8 Tips to Improve your CV 
• The Importance of Strategic Post interview Follow-Up 
• Four Ways to Influence your Bosses without Alienating them 
• Practicing Leadership as an Introvert 

 
• How to Plan for Strategic Planning 
• How to Teach a Good First Day of Class 
• Ways to Juggle Fieldwork with Kids in Tow 
• Conference Attendance Boosts Authorship Opportunities 
• Retrieving Literature 
• Research Justification 

How to Video Series – Learn from the EAGE Experts: 
• How to Submit a Good Abstract Part 1 and Part 2 
• How to Get Published Preview, Part 1, and Part 2 
• How to Present to a Live Audience Preview, Preparation, and more  

 

Please make a contribution. Every bit helps support near-surface geophysics students! 

 
 

Go to: https://donate.seg.org/Near-Surface to donate today! 

https://www.chronicle.com/article/Admin-101-How-to-Plan-for/246796?cid=wcontentgrid
https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2019/06/17/why-and-how-write-strong-follow-notes-after-interview-opinion
https://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/article/four-ways-to-influence-your-bosses-without-alienating-them
https://blogs.agu.org/onthejob/2019/08/21/practicing-leadership-introvert/
https://www.chronicle.com/article/Admin-101-How-to-Plan-for/246796?cid=wcontentgrid
https://www.chronicle.com/interactives/advice-firstday?cid=trend_right_a
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01909-w
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07772-5?fbclid=IwAR2jYkJem40XR1pSAyuPotq_7lAcZ8eLYiRtG4Mfoub_s04-QhOzFZggEDU
https://lo.unisa.edu.au/mod/page/view.php?id=489314
https://lo.unisa.edu.au/mod/page/view.php?id=489315
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBZe5sf4ZdQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4ZKJdgEv2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G89uXMSK4gM&list=PL5WVjEM5-IVkSnJ1isTKNsKN7YF3TOPUt&index=4&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFlFm3U3_qQ&list=PL5WVjEM5-IVkSnJ1isTKNsKN7YF3TOPUt&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkfk-AgQ9e0&list=PL5WVjEM5-IVkSnJ1isTKNsKN7YF3TOPUt&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FZIv2Bnx_k&list=PL5WVjEM5-IVkSnJ1isTKNsKN7YF3TOPUt&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtiMjald71M&list=PL5WVjEM5-IVkSnJ1isTKNsKN7YF3TOPUt&index=9
https://donate.seg.org/Near-Surface
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2020 Virtual Near Surface Global Lecturer  
 
Biogeophysics: Exploring Earth’s subsurface biosphere using geophysical approaches 
 
Estella A. Atekwana 
Dean of the College of Earth, Ocean, and Environment 
University of Delaware 
Newark, Delaware, USA 

 
Summary: 
Microorganisms are found in almost every conceivable niche of the 
Earth from hydrothermal vents in the deep ocean basins to the cold 
subglacial lakes of ice sheets. As such, microorganisms have played 
an important role in transforming Earth systems (e.g., accelerating 
mineral weathering), global climate change, and mediating different biogeochemical cycles over most of 
Earth’s 4 billion history. In-situ microbial-rock interactions are dynamic and occur at both temporal and 
spatial scales that prove difficult to investigate at resolutions needed to fully understand them, thus 
necessitating the need for the development of noninvasive tools/sensors to interrogate these processes. 
Interestingly, these microbial-rock interactions modulate changes in physical properties in the rocks, 
generating measurable geophysical signatures that can be recorded with conventional geophysical 
sensors (e.g., seismic, magnetics, electromagnetics). The recognition of these microbial-catalyzed 
changes in geophysical signatures resulted in the development of biogeophysics: the study of the 
physical changes in earth materials catalyzed by microorganisms. In this presentation, I will provide 
examples of how geophysical tools are used to sense subsurface microbial activity, from cell growth and 
biofilm formation to biomineralization and biogeochemical cycling of metals to the monitoring of 
bioremediation and their use for investigating oilfield microbial processes and the search for life on 
other planets. Challenges and limitations also will be highlighted, and potential for future advancements 
in the field will be discussed. 

 
 

For more information and schedule check HERE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://seg.org/Education/Lectures/Near-Surface-Lectures/2020-Virtual-Atekwana
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New Technology Highlights 
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New Technology Highlights 
Excerpt From Mount Sopris Blog post: 
 
Mount Sopris Instruments geophysicist Lia Martinez recently visited our customer First Quantum Copper Panama, 
also known as Cobre Panama, for a training. First Quantum Panama is one of the largest copper deposits being 
developed worldwide within the past decade. The geotechnical greenfield group had recently purchased a set of 
Optical and Acoustic Televiewers. The First Quantum website gives a great overview of the mine site and reserves as 
they ramp up their production: Cobre Panama is our newest operation, located in Colon Province, 120km west of 
Panama City. 
 
Overview 
With 3.1 billion tons of proven and probable reserves, Cobre Panama is the only major greenfields copper project as 
well as one of the largest new copper mines opened globally in the past decade. Located in Colon Province, 120km 
west of Panama City, our production complex includes two open pits, a processing plant, two 150 megawatt power 
stations and a port. Commercial production started in 2019 and at full current capacity, the plant will process 
85Mtpa of ore to produce more than 320,000 tons of copper per year along with gold, silver and molybdenum. 
Cobre Panama will employ about 3,500 people, primarily Panamanians, and utilize state-of-the-art technology and 
infrastructure to extract copper with world-class efficiency. Following the acquisition of Inmet Mining in 2013, First 
Quantum assumed an 80 per cent equity interest in Minera Panamá, S.A. (“MPSA”), the Panamanian company that 
holds the Cobre Panama concession. In November 2017, First Quantum increased its ownership interest in MPSA to 
90 percent. 
 
Mining and Processing 
Cobre Panama comprises a series of copper porphyry deposits. The main deposits are Balboa, Botija, Colina and 
Valle Grande. There are also a number of smaller mineralized zones; the most significant being Brazo and Botija 
Abajo. The operation has a 34-year mine life. Mining is open-pit, using a fleet of ultraclass electric shovels and 
ultraclass haul trucks. 
 
Outlook 
Cobre Panama’s eighth and final mill came on line in mid-December 2019. Production ramp-up and reliability can 
now progress through the first half of 2020 according to plan, and throughput rates are expected to reach steady 
state consistency by the second half of 2020. For 2020, contained copper production is estimated between 285,000 
and 310,000 tons and gold production between 120,000 and 130,000 ounces. 

 
View of field logging site, recently drilled 

 
The training was planned to last a total of 3 days and it commenced in the weeks following the quick borehole 
logging equipment delivery. It included the following subjects: 

• Review of equipment configuration, field logging using LoggerSuite software 

https://www.first-quantum.com/English/our-operations/default.aspx#module-operation--cobre
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• Tool troubleshooting and maintenance 

• Data processing using WellCAD software including the Image & Structure Interpretation (ISI) module for fracture 

and structure picking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
First Quantum purchased the following equipment from Mount Sopris Instruments/ALT: 

• QL40-ABI-2G 2nd Generation Acoustic Televiewer 

• QL40-OBI-2G Generation Optical Televiewer 

• MXB Portable Winch with 500 meters of 4-conductor cable 

• Scout Data Logger with baudrates up to 500 kbps for fast televiewer logging 

• WellCAD Software Version 5.3 with Image & Structure Interpretation (ISI) Workspace 

• Accessories including 5TKA toolkit, 4SRD rehead kits, and ALT26700 Centralizers 

•  

 
Optical and Acoustic televiewer cases onsite in Panama 

 
Once onsite, the first day went mostly as planned to review the equipment, become comfortable configuring it for 
field use, and learning how to do onsite troubleshooting with a multimeter. The tropical climate is such that while 
onsite, it would rain on and off the entire day, requiring umbrellas, canopies, and rain gear. The MXB winch had also 
accidentally been ordered with 230VAC electrical power, but luckily it was an easy switch within the winch motor 
control box to change the power input to 120VAC.  
 
 
The complete post can be found HERE!  
 
 
 

https://mountsopris.com/ql40-abi-2g-acoustic-televiewer/
https://mountsopris.com/ql40-obi-2g-optical-televiewer/
https://mountsopris.com/mx-series-winches/
https://mountsopris.com/scout-data-acquisition-system/
https://mountsopris.com/products/wellcad/
https://mountsopris.com/products/wellcad/#!/WellCAD-Image-&-Structure-Interpretation-ISI-Workspace/p/69030003/category=33249003
https://mountsopris.com/parts/Basic-Borehole-Logging-Tool-Kit-p68483085
https://mountsopris.com/parts/Basic-Rehead-Kit-for-4-76-mm-3-16-inch-four-conductor-cableheads-p68623106
https://mountsopris.com/parts/Rugged-Slip-Over-Centralizers-for-40-mm-diameter-probe-No-blades-included-2-pairs-required-p73851585
https://mountsopris.com/store/Replacement-MX-Winch-Motor-Controller-with-Manual-Brake-p71347356
https://mountsopris.com/store/Replacement-MX-Winch-Motor-Controller-with-Manual-Brake-p71347356
https://mountsopris.com/first-quantum-panama-copper-mine-televiewer-training/
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Calendar of Upcoming Events  
 

Events Location Date(s) Submissions Registration 

ISSMGE Budapest, Hungary 7-11 Sept 2020 Closed Open  

EMIW 2020 Kusadasi, Turkey 13-19 Sept 2020 Closed Open 

2020 SEG Annual Meeting Houston, Texas 11-16 Oct 2020 Closed Open 

 
 
Coming Soon: 
 GPR 2022 at Jilin University in China  
 
 

 
 

http://isc6.org/
http://isc6.org/index.php/program/registration
https://seg.org/AM/2020/education/abstracts
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Calendar: 2020 Electromagnetic Induction Workshop – postponed to September 2022 
 

 
 

More info HERE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://emiw2020.emiw.org/
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Calendar: 2020 Induced Polarization Meeting moved to 2021 

6th International Meeting on Induced Polarization 
Second flyer – June 21-24 2021 

The 6th international meeting on induced polarization 
will be organized in Annecy (Haute-Savoie) in France 
on the 21st-24th June 2021. It will take place at the 
Imperial Palace on the banks of Lake of Annecy. The 
charming city of Annecy is located 30 minutes away 
from the international airport of Geneva in 
Switzerland (https://www.gva.ch/en/). The meeting 
will be organized in honor of Conrad Schlumberger, 
celebrating the 100th anniversary of his seminal book 
on electrical methods published in 1920 in both 
French and English (l'Etude sur la Prospection 
électrique du Sous-sol, Study regarding electrical 
prospection of the underground). This book contains 
the first quantitative description of induced 
polarization. The venue has been booked.  

Conrad Schlumberger 

 

 
 
Conrad Schlumberger (2 
October 1878 in Alsace, 
German Empire– 9 May 1936 
in Stockholm, Sweden) and 
Emile Henry Marcel 
Schlumberger (21 June 1884 in 
Guebwiller – 9 May 1953 in 
Val-Richer, France) were two 
brothers who developed 
methods in the area of 
geophysics that impacted the 
entire well logging industry. 

 

 https://www.hotel-imperial-palace.com/en  
Sessions will include (1) Induced polarization: from 
micro-mechanisms to petrophysical relationships; (2) 
Inverse modeling: new developments, joint inversion 
and time-lapse analysis; (3) Ice and fire: induced 
polarization in extreme environments, from 
permafrost to volcanoes; (4) IP and biogeophysics: 
from microbes to agriculture; (5) Metrology and new 
instrumentation in induced polarization; (6) Open 
session including mining geophysics; (7) 
Combination of IP with other techniques.  

 
  

The meeting will be limited to 115 attendees. The registration site (and payment of the registration fee to the CNRS, 
French National Research Institute, Registration fee will be 350 Euros for non-students and 150 Euros for students) 
will open soon. Additional information regarding the meeting can be found at 
https://sites.google.com/view/ipworkshop6/home including a list of hotels. Abstract submission is open until 
April 15th, 2020 Abstracts should follow the format enclosed (see next pages). The abstract should be sent (file in MS 
word, not exceeding 2 Mo) to André Revil (andre.revil@univ-smb.fr) with a copy to altair256@hotmail.fr. 
Organization committee: A. Revil (andre.revil@univ-smb.fr) D. Jougnot (damien.jougnot@upmc.fr), A. Binley 
(a.binley@lancaster.ac.uk), and N. Linde (niklas.linde@unil.ch).  
  

https://www.gva.ch/en/
https://www.hotel-imperial-palace.com/en
https://sites.google.com/view/ipworkshop6/home
mailto:andre.revil@univ-smb.fr
mailto:altair256@hotmail.fr
mailto:andre.revil@univ-smb.fr
mailto:damien.jougnot@upmc.fr
mailto:a.binley@lancaster.ac.uk
mailto:niklas.linde@unil.ch
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Example Abstract Format 

Title: Complex conductivity of graphitic schists Times 20 bold 
 

Authors: F. Abdulsamad1, A. Revil1, A. Ghorbani2 Times 12 

(1) Univ. Grenoble Alpes, Univ. Savoie Mont-Blanc, CNRS, UMR CNRS 5204, EDYTEM, 73370 Le Bourget du Lac, France 
(2) Yazd University, Department of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering, Yazd, Iran 
(3)  Department of Geology, University of Otago, PO Box 56, Dunedin 9082, New Zealand Times 9 
 
Presenter: A. Revil (andre.revil@univ-smb.fr) Times 12 Student y/n: No  
Web page: NA   Preferred presentation oral/poster: Oral 
Abstract. Spectral induced polarization spectra were carried out on 3 graphitic schists and 2 graphitic sandstones. The 
microstructural arrangement of graphite of two graphitic schists was studied with thin sections using transmitted and 
reflected light optical and electron microscopic methods. Chemical maps of selected areas confirm the presence of 
carbon. The complex conductivity spectra were measured in the frequency range 10 mHz to 45 kHz and in the 
temperature range +20°C down to -15°C. The measured spectra are fitted with a double Cole Cole complex conductivity 
model with one component associated with the polarization of graphite and the second component associated with the 
Maxwell Wagner polarization. A finite element model is able to reproduce the observed results. In this model, we 
consider an intra-grain polarization mechanism for the graphite and a change of the conductivity of the background 
material modeled with an exponential freezing curve. One of the core sample (a black schist), very rich in graphite, 
appears to be characterized by a very high conductivity (approximately 30 S m-1). Two induced polarization profiles 
are discussed in the area of Thorens. The model is applied to the chargeability data to map the volumetric content of 
graphite. Times 12 Single spacing 
 
Introduction 

The abstract should be 2 pages maximum with the references and one or two figures (Figure 1). The figures are 
not mandatory. Formatting for the references should follow AGU style (see below for some examples). The abstract 
should be sent in (file in MS word not exceeding 2 Mo) to André Revil (andre.revil@univ-smb.fr with a copy to 
altair256@hotmail.fr. Times 12 Single spacing 
Section 1 
Section 2 
Conclusions 

 

mailto:andre.revil@univ-smb.fr
mailto:andre.revil@univ-smb.fr
mailto:altair256@hotmail.fr
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Figure 1. Complex conductivity spectra of sample ValT1. a. In-phase conductivity (transverse component). b. 
Quadrature conductivity (transverse component). The phase reaches ~400 mrad at its peak frequency.  c. In-phase 
conductivity (in-plane component). d. Quadrature conductivity (in-plane component). The phase reaches ~600 mrad at 
the peak frequency. The plain lines represent the fit of the data with a double Cole Cole as described in Appendix A. 
The Cole Cole parameters are reported in Tables 2 to 7.  Only the data with an uncertainty smaller than 1% were 
considered in the Cole Cole fit of the data. Times 12 Single spacing 
 
References Please respect the format 
Dahlin, T., Leroux, V., & Nissen, J. (2002). Measuring techniques in induced polarization imaging. Journal of Applied 

Geophysics, 50(3), 279–298. https://doi.org/10.1016/S0926-9851(02)00148-9. 
Mosegaard, K., & Tarantola, A. (1995). Monte Carlo sampling of solutions to inverse problems. Journal of Geophysical 

Research, 100, B7, 12431–12447. https://doi.org/10.1029/94JB03097. 
Olhoeft, G. (1981). Electrical properties of rocks. In Touloukain, Y.S., Judd, W.R., Roy, R.F. (eds). Physical properties 

of rocks and mainerals, McGraw Hill, New York. 
Olhoeft, G. R. (1985), Low-frequency electrical properties. Geophysics, 50, 2492–2503. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Calendar: 2021 IYCK 
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International Year of Caves and Karst 2021 
 Join the Celebration organized by the International Union of Speleology! 
 

“Explore, understand and protect” 
is the main goal of the International Year of 
Caves and Karst. 

 
With your help, we seek to: 

• improve public understanding of how caves and karst touch the daily lives of billions of people 
• promote the importance of caves and karst through sustainable development, particularly in water quality and 
quantity, agriculture, geotourism/ecotourism, and natural/cultural heritage 
• demonstrate how the study and proper management of caves and karst is critical to global economic and 
environmental health 
• build worldwide educational capacity through activities targeted on cave and karst science 
• promote awareness of the interdisciplinary nature of cave and karst science and management, and emphasize how 
interactions between different areas of science and management will be needed increasingly in future research, 
education, and environmental protection 
• establish durable partnerships to ensure that these activities, goals and achievements continue in the future beyond 
the International Year of Caves and Karst 

 
 
Stay in Touch with SEG and the NSTS 
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Have you renewed for 2019? Member benefits ended FEBRUARY 1st! Renew today! 

 
If you would like to continue receiving email communications from the SEG as well as  

the Near-Surface Geophysics Technical Section, please OPT-IN! 
 

How to OPT-IN: 
 
Within My Account on https://seg.org, edit your email subscriptions by clicking My Communications on the left-
hand side menu.  From there, you can opt-in to receive this newsletter, Near-Surface Views, as well as the Near-
Surface eTOC to stay up to date with the NSTS.  We look forward to staying connected with you! 
 

 
SEG and NSTS Member Benefits  

 

https://seg.org/
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Have you renewed your SEG Membership? 

 

SEG Near-Surface Geophysics Technical Section Benefits: 
1. Near-Surface Geophysics Technical Section elected leadership 
2. Non-elected Near-Surface Geophysics Technical Section leadership positions 

open to students 
3. Quarterly newsletter 
4. Quarterly Electronic Table Of Contents 
5. Quarterly TLE Near-Surface Geophysics non-technical focused article 
6. Engineering and environmental geophysics competency management 
7. SEG Near-Surface Student Research Award 
8. Best Student Chapter Near-Surface newsletter Article Award 
9. Mentoring365 membership as mentor or mentee 
10. Access to SEG journals and other publications online* 

Renew Here Today! 

 
*Check the SEG Dues Structure for more details on publications and information about due-paying 
assistance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Has your company considered a Corporate Membership? 
The benefits enjoyed by Corporate Members include: 

1. Listing on SEG Web site's exclusive Corporate Member page, including a link to your corporation's site 
2. Listing in the official Annual Meeting program 
3. Special recognition at the Annual Meeting 
4. Right to publish affiliation with SEG and use of SEG corporate logo 

  

https://seg.org/renew
https://seg.org/About-SEG/Membership/Join-SEG/Dues-Structure
https://seg.org/About-SEG/Membership/Corporate-Membership/List-of-Corporate-Members
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Research Funding Opportunities 

 

 
 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine sponsors awards for postdoctoral and 
senior researchers at participating federal laboratories and affiliated institutions. These awards include 
generous stipends ranging from $45,000 - $80,000 per year for recent Ph.D. recipients, and higher for 
additional experience. Limited graduate level awards are also available. These awards provide the 
opportunity for recipients to do independent research in some of the best-equipped and staffed 
laboratories in the U.S. Research opportunities are open to U.S. citizens, permanent residents, and for 
some of the laboratories, foreign nationals. 
 
Four annual review cycles: 
 
·       August: Opens June 1; Closes August 1 
·       November: Opens September 1; Closes November 1 
·       February: Opens December 1; Closes February 1 
·       May: Opens March 1; Closes May 1 
 
Applicants should contact prospective Research Adviser(s) at the lab(s) prior to the application deadline 
to discuss their research interests and funding opportunities. 
 
For more information: 
 
Phone: 202-334-2760 
Email: rap@nas.edu 
Web: www.nas.edu/rap  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://nam01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fpull.xmr3.com%2Fp%2F4651-C054%2F349682255%2Ffe691d36-4264-43d9-96f5-a1d20d15c8d4.html&data=02%7C01%7CDAVED%40KU.EDU%7C061033c51675477beddf08d6ddf4afeb%7C3c176536afe643f5b96636feabbe3c1a%7C0%7C0%7C636940440325778716&sdata=lZOKNd%2FSUHDZaNZDf%2B09%2BCOo3FaKB32tiSeBEIz4LjM%3D&reserved=0
http://www.nas.edu/rap
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Job Postings 
 

Industry: 

Geophysicist  
hydroGEOPHYSICS 
Irvine, California  
Geophysicist 
TerraSong 
Palmer, AK 
Project Geophysicist 
Janus Global Operations LLC 
Lenoir City, TN 
Geophysicist  
Leidos, Patrick Air Force Base 
Florida, US 
Staff Geophysicist 
SCST, LLC 
San Diego, CA 

 

Academic: 
 
Geophysicist  
The University of Texas at Austin 
Austin, TX 
Research Geophysicist  
US Department of the Interior 
Pasadena, CA  
Hydrogeophysicist Post Doc 
Department of Geosciences at 
Padua University 

Asst./Assoc. Professor 
Pennsylvania State, University 
Park, PA 

 

Looking for more job postings?   
Check out these resources: 
 

SEG Career Center | Job postings, Career Resources, Resume Review and more 
 
SEG Job Resources | Geoscience job postings and more 
 
AGU PathFinder Career Center | Job Postings, Career Resources, and more 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Looking for mentoring opportunities? 

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1716092669/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/search/?currentJobId=1741240526&keywords=geophysicist
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/search/?currentJobId=1750294927&keywords=geophysicist
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/search/?currentJobId=1744607298&keywords=geophysicist
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/search/?currentJobId=1750829062&keywords=geophysicist
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/search/?currentJobId=1554321256&keywords=geophysicist
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/search/?currentJobId=1741254673&keywords=geophysicist
https://www.geoscienze.unipd.it/bando-assegno-di-ricerca-di-tipo-titolo-nuove-tecnologie-il-monitoraggio-della-zona-critica-della-0
https://www.eesi.psu.edu/
https://careers.seg.org/
https://seg.org/News-Resources/Career-Center/Job-Resources
https://findajob.agu.org/
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Mentoring365 - As an SEG member, you can participate in Mentoring365, a joint program supported by AGU, SEG, 
AWG and others to connect students with geoscientists across various institutions and disciplines.  Sign up today 
here!  Listen to the SEG Seismic Soundoff episode here. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To contribute material to the NS views send an Email to Kristen Burke (burkekm@ku.edu) with copy to 
ns@seg.org.  
  
All members are welcome to submit content of interest to the Near Surface community. Note, that we have two 
new sections “What’s hot” where new methods, new developments, new technology, new equipment, or new NS 
event can be presented as well as “Member News and Updates” where we will highlight information about our 
membership including retirements, special publications, and awards.  
 
Feel free to send articles for these new sections. Please keep messages brief, provide contact information, and (if 
available) a web address for additional information. 
 
 
 
We are on Facebook! Like our page to stay up to date with all news SEG Near-Surface Geophysics! 
 

https://mentoring365.org/
https://eos.org/agu-news/virtual-mentoring-rewards-scientists-at-all-career-stages
https://eos.org/agu-news/virtual-mentoring-rewards-scientists-at-all-career-stages
https://mentoring365.chronus.com/p/p1/
https://mentoring365.chronus.com/p/p1/
https://seg.org/podcast/Post/6063/Episode-33-Mentoring-in-the-geosciences
mailto:burkekm@ku.edu
mailto:ns@seg.org
https://www.facebook.com/SEG.NSG/
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SEG Near Surface Geophysics Student Chapter Meeting: 
Date: Monday 20 July at 11:00 AM central U.S. time 
Duration 1 hour 
Registration link: HERE or https://seg.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ce3xlzLRSP2DsfH5Xa1uKg  
 
All SEG student chapter members with an interest in near-surface geophysics are welcome to join us to 
discuss research interests and other relevant topics associated with near-surface geophysics. 

https://seg.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ce3xlzLRSP2DsfH5Xa1uKg
https://seg.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ce3xlzLRSP2DsfH5Xa1uKg

